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Dear Neighbors,
March marches on! We were treated to some
unseasonably warm weather recently, which was lovely.
Our neighborhood kids are firmly in the second half of the
school year, and many of us are looking forward to
outdoor exercise, backyard barbecues, and maybe a trip
down to the Mall to see the cherry blossoms? The
National Park Service revised its 2016 peak
bloom forecast to March 1823rd, but the Washington Post
Capital Weather Gang predicts March 2428th, so keep a
lookout!
In this edition, we bring you reports on the Blizzard Jonas
County Hearing, the latest Safety and Traffic report, the
Montgomery County Board of Education debate, the
BOWA Home Cleanup and Shred Day, and our
neighborhood Girl Scouts.
As always, we would like to encourage you to become
involved in the Association in an area of interest. Contact
information is on the website. Or email us, and we'll be
glad to put you in touch with the committee of your choice.
Please feel free to contact LuxLine to share articles or

Snow Blizzard Jonas
Safety&Trafﬁc
MOCO BOE Debate
BOWACleanUp
Girl Scouts
LCA Board Nominations

feedback. If you would like to see an article on a topic not
covered, or wish to contribute an article on an area of
interest to the community, please let us know. Your input is
encouraged and welcomed.
Best regards,
Lis
Lisbeth Herer, Chair, Electronic Communications
listserv@luxmanor.org
Our neighbors and their businesses are advertised to the
right of our articles, and their ads help to directly support
LCA. We thank them for their contributions and want to
invite any of you who might have an interest in advertising
your business to join them on the pages of LuxLine. Our
Spring advertising open window dates will be announced
soon.
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2016 Snow Blizzard Jonas County Hearing

On Monday, March 8, 2016 the Montgomery County
Council conducted a hearing on winter storm Jonas called
the “2016 Blizzard Briefing.” State Highway Administration
(SHA) officials along with a panel from the County
Executive’s office and emergency personnel shared
information about the storm as well as concerns about the
length of time it took contractors to plow major roadways,
salt roadways, snow map concerns, state vs. county
plowing efficacy, as well as sidewalk clearing and pre
treatment efforts.
Points of contention: State Highway Administration
The SHA discussed its heavy reliance on outofstate
contractors. Due to the enormity of the snowfall, there
were an insufficient number of SHA plows and trucks to
handle the amount of snow that fell during the blizzard.
SHA had to hire many outofstate contractors to move the
large amount of snow generated by the blizzard.
One of the major differences between this storm and prior
winter events was that the snow could not just be pushed
or plowed out of the way; it had to be hauled away from
the roadways because there was too much snow to simply
push aside. SHA told the Council that a majority of the
snow removal effort was performed in the evenings, 13
hours on, 11 hours off. As a result, there were an
insufficient number of supervisors to “babysit” the outof
state contractors who were unaware of highway lanes
starting or ending points, or the locations of on and off
ramps. As a result, the SHA wants to implement “add
drop lane markers” along highways to indicate where entry
and exit lanes start and stop.
Councilmember Leventhal remarked that he considered
the SHA’s response to the storm “unduly slow,” and he felt
that the time it took for SHA to sufficiently clear the roads
following the conclusion of the storm was surprising. SHA
responded that in 2007 it took them 19 days to clear the
snow and in 2016 it took them 7 days. SHA remarked
that they were asking the state for two additional
“OshKosh” snow blowers to assist with snow removal but
that their biggest concern were the contractors who came
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in from outofstate.
Councilmember Berliner held up what he described as a
“300page filled 3ring binder, packed with “complaints”
and “suggestions” from his constituents, but only
mentioned one issue at the hearing: a concern about
county and state communication during the blizzard.
During his presentation he otherwise complimented SHA
on their thorough presentation.
SHA officials complained to the County Council that
Virginia pays more per hour than Montgomery County for
“Mom & Pop” contracting trucking companies and that it is
increasingly difficult to procure services in such a
competitive environment. SHA officials stated that the
state of Virginia handles all aspects of snow removal on a
statewide basis. Here in Maryland, smaller municipalities,
such as Montgomery County, handle their own areas
instead of the entire state managing the snow removal.
Councilmember Navarro suggested that in the future, it
would be great if there were better communication
regarding the snow plowing efforts. The Councilmember
also noted her concern that if something as benign as
snow plowing and removal were this difficult to handle, her
concerns about the state’s ability to handle a “true
emergency” would be even more significant.
SHA discussed that a key component in the delay of snow
removal efforts hinged on the fact that outofstate
contractors could not secure permits to travel through
other states on their way to Maryland in a timely fashion.
Sometimes, outofstate contractors needed to be
escorted through neighboring states on their way to
Maryland. These issues complicated travel and
significantly delayed the snow removal resources from
reaching Montgomery County. SHA also noted that there
were no significant monetary concerns for snow clearing
and the “the money is there” to pay for snow removal
needs. SHA also acknowledged that they “. . . knew we
were going to get “crushed” a week before the storm hit.”
Councilmember Rice’s comments focused on the fact that
the County and State need to “do things differently.” The
Councilmember’s primary focus was on the environmental
impacts of the storm, especially with the use of sodium
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chloride (NaClsalt) to treat roadways. Efforts to clean up
the Chesapeake Bay and the impact of treatments used in
storm removal were addressed. Rice wanted to know
whether the state had considered alternatives to pre
treatment and cleanup efforts.
SHA responded that they hardly ever use salt in major
storm events. When salt is used, they average
approximately 1,000 lbs. per inch per lane mile. During
this blizzard, they used 300 lbs. per inch per lane mile.
SHA stated that salt loses effectiveness around 25
degrees Fahrenheit and is useless below 5 degrees. SHA
stated its goal was to get to 600 lbs., but Federal
Government guidelines recommend around 400 lbs.
Councilmember Rice’s comments addressed contractors,
property damage, and GPS mapping issues, and he
suggested that SHA engage in more “dry runs” to increase
familiarity with local roadways for outofstate contractors.
SHA admitted that their largest snow blowers throw snow
up to 100 yards away and contribute to significant property
damage. Two years ago, four of these large snow blowers
were used, now they use 10 of these machines,
significantly contributing to the increase in property
damage caused by throwing snow. SHA stated that when
the snow is blown over highway walls, they have no idea
whether there are homes on the other side of those walls.
In the future, SHA stated that “Do Not Blow Snow” signs
would be placed on highway walls noting that homes are
located on the other side of the walls. SHA also noted that
contractors have been hired to repair the damage caused
by snow blowers.
Councilmember Elrich stated that the SHA has a hard
balance to strike. He noted that people were frustrated
because SHA plowed in roads that had been plowed clear
in residential communities. The Councilmember discussed
that the county and state should inform the public about
why snow removal is going to take longer than expected.
He inquired about “Snow Dragons,” which are used to melt
snow in cities like Philadelphia.
SHA indicated that “Snow Dragons” burn 400 gallons of
fuel per hour, and the melted snow overloads storm drains
and create substantial icy conditions in subfreezing

temperatures.
Elrich asked if there were other elements more efficient
than salt.
SHA stated that there were, but they indicated that they
“foul up the environment.” SHA noted that they need to
learn how to effectively utilize salt and that they need to
educate their contractors on the use of salt. SHA noted
that it would be very difficult for the state to achieve the
federal salt standards of 400500 lbs. per inch per lane
mile.
Councilmember Reimer thought pretreatment would have
benefitted the County in this storm. He asked how the
County coordinates with SHA regarding the clearing of
sidewalks.
Councilmember Katz asked how many contractors hired
by SHA were local to Maryland.
SHA noted that of the 95% of contractors hired,
approximately 600 were local while some were from
Virginia. SHA indicated that 60%  70% of those hired
were familiar with our roadways. SHA stated that
Montgomery County pays contractors “$10.00/ hour more
than neighboring Maryland Counties.”
Katz also asked what is the highest snow amount the SHA
is prepared to clear.
SHA mentioned that 1 foot or less can be cleared by SHA
down to the pavement 4 hours after the snow ends. SHA
also noted that they are geared for “regular” snow storms.
Chief Administrative Officer for the County, Tim Firestine,
stated that there would be two action teams created by the
County Executive. The first team would be the “Snow
Map Action Team” the second team would be the “311
Action Team.” He stated that MCDOT is NOT responsible
for clearing MD 355. He also claimed that the forecast
from Accuweather for snow totals was very low until
Thursday, January 21st. He stated that there were many
press conferences with the County Executive and that the
Executive Branch provided updates to both the press and
the various agencies within the government. 2.8 million
page views were recorded on the Highway Services

Twitter account and 13,000 service requests were directed
at 311.
Public Information Office/ MC311 Communications
According to the PIO more the 33,000 calls came in to 36
customer service representatives on the County 311 call
line. Peak is estimated on a busy day at approximately
2,000 calls. The County estimated that the number of
calls that came in during the storm were at least 10 times
the normal call volume.
Due to unprecedented call volume into the county 311
system, the “trunks” became overloaded, and callers were
disconnected from the 311 system. The county was able to
increase the number of calls on the line to 168 calls, but
due to the limitations of copper wires, the customer
service representatives were hearing each other instead of
the callers, so the county had to limit the number of calls
to 100.
Sidewalks
The County has a law that mandates residents and
business owners clear the sidewalks within 24 hours
following the conclusion of the snowfall. However, the
County Executive decided to enforce the law on a
commonsense basis. On Wednesday, January 27th, the
law was “flipped on.” The County Executive decided that
residents would have the ability by then to clear the
sidewalks.
No mention was made that at this point, even if sidewalks
had been cleared, the snow plows had replowed in the
sidewalks and now instead of 3 feet of snow, the plows
that had made it through the partially plowed roads were
pushing considerably more than 3 feet of snow and ice
back onto the sidewalks.
It was noted by the panel that only 2 citations were issued
in the county: 1 residential and 1 commercial.
Emergency Response Statistics
The National Guard was brought out to transport people in
emergency situations. A roof collapsed at the Potomac
Oak Condo, which resulted in a power outage. and 67
people went to a shelter. WSSC experienced 25 water

main breaks and leaks. By and large, the power stayed on
throughout the storm which was considered a major
benefit.
Councilmember Q & A
Toward the conclusion of the hearing, councilmembers
were allotted two minutes to make comments and address
the panel. Councilmember Leventhal asked whether
residents were entitled to recompense if their property was
damaged as a result of the snow clearing efforts. The
SHA responded that they will solve those issues.
Councilmember Elrich remarked that the 311 call system
and the snow map were major sources of frustration for
residents, and he told the panel he was disturbed to get
calls about these concerns. Elrich told the panel that both
the 311 call system and the snow map need to be fixed.
The Councilmember described the 311 system as an “epic
fail” and asked the panel what was to be done about this.
He also mentioned that although the Ride On bus system
was able to function, there were no paths to access the
system so people were walking in the streets along with
traffic.
The County Executive’s office responded that 311 will be
moving its offices to a new location. When the move is
complete, the 311 system will use fiber optic cable to
receive an infinite number of calls and will not by limited by
copper wires. The County Executive’s office also stated
that they will be having discussions about increasing the
number of 311 call workers. The panel agreed with the
Councilmember that the system must have the ability to
respond to demand in an emergency situation.
Councilmember Navarro noted that when the snow map
indicates that every single route shows snow plows are “in
progress,” that is unhelpful to community members trying
to ascertain when their routes will be plowed. Navarro
wanted the Council to follow up with the two task forces
the County Executive has initiated. She also noted that
the Council should employ a spokesperson to be on
television all the time relating information to the public
about storm restoration efforts.
Councilmember Reimer noted to the panel that the county

website could solve a lot of problems, and he
congratulated DOT on its efforts.
Councilmember Hucker asked Tim Firestine whether the
County Council would be included in the two teams being
set up to investigate 311 and the snow maps. He also
asked Patrick Lacefield, CE spokesman, for a cost
comparison about increasing 311 staff. Hucker wanted to
know how the Montgomery County GIS tracks plows vs.
NY City, which apparently has a highly functioning GIS
system. Hucker asked a followup question about
damages and citizens recouping their losses. Finally,
Hucker attempted to ask a DOT communications question
but was cut off by Council President Nancy Floreen, citing
a time limit on his Q & A session.
Abbe Milstein
President, LCA
NOTE* If you believe you sustained property damage
as a result of SHA or county plowing efforts, please
contact Councilmember George Leventhal’s office at:
2407777811

Safety and Trafﬁc Report
New Police Enforcement Coming to Our
Neighborhood
There has been a dramatic upturn in the number of
neighborhood complaints about speeding, erratic driving,
and failure to obey stop signs and signs with restricted
turns. These complaints have been coming from all three
communities inside our neighborhood  the Oaks,
Windermere, and Luxmanor. Neighbors fear that this
reckless driving could lead to accidents, injuries, or worse.
To increase safety and ensure compliance with traffic laws,
the Luxmanor Citizens Association Board voted to hire off
duty police officers for a trial period to supplement the
Montgomery County Police Department's (MCPD's) efforts
in our neighborhood. Offduty officers will be in place at

selected times throughout the three communities in our
neighborhood enforcing speed limits and compliance with
traffic signs. The offduty police will be moving around
locations in our neighborhood. This proactive approach will
enhance the security of our community and help keep our
children safe.
In the fall, the LCA Board first discussed the possibility
of using private supplemental enforcement by offduty
police officers to enhance safety. We agreed to first press
for more enforcement by the MCPD. We were able to get
the MCPD to do selective enforcement, and many drivers
were pulled over and issued tickets. However, more traffic
hot spots and unsafe intersections were also identified
over the last year, and the police have been unable to
provide coverage on a regular basis. The volume of
complaints we made to the police has not triggered the
level of enforcement that many of our neighbors
have requested for safety. This seems especially to be the
case during the morning and afternoon commuting
hours. Our community is trying to cut down on the
dangerous driving to avoid a traffic tragedy.
After the trial period, the LCA Board will assess if this
effort was successful and if it might continue during other
peak periods. The offduty police will also contribute their
observations and suggest countermeasures that we might
consider. Information will be used to help advocate for our
community.
The offduty police officers employed by the LCA are able
to write warnings and issue tickets. Throughout this
engagement, sometimes the offduty police will be visible,
sometimes they will not. Ignoring the signage and speed
limits just might result in a costly traffic ticket. Warnings
are entered in the police computer system. So, if a vehicle
is stopped multiple times, the police will know and be more
likely to issue a ticket. In the fall, the police stopped a car
who drove through the stop sign without stopping three
times in one week!! Tickets are serious. Tickets for
speeding begin at $90 and increase with higher
speeds. For each offense, you can be given two points on
your license. Repeated tickets have consequences

including license suspension and possible arrest.
We are also exploring additional strategies that might
make drivers more conscious about obeying neighborhood
speed limits and coming to a full stop (vs "rolling through")
at stop signs. Recent incidents involving speeding 
including "nearmisses" caused by failure to come to full
stops  at intersections has heightened the concern and
necessity for stricter enforcement.
We strongly encourage you to call the police non
emergency line 3012798000 to report traffic violations.
Please include license plates and the make and model of
cars if you have them. But, you do not have to have that
information to make a report. If at all possible, agree to be
seen by the police. This creates a groundswell of
complaints and gets us higher priority for enforcement and
other structural changes. Please also continue to post
specific incidents to the Luxmanor listserv. Your Listserv
postings inform the community and are helpful to parents
who might not otherwise know that their children have
violated traffic laws. However, these posts cannot replace
police reports. We cannot report the offenses for you.
We have received repeated complaints about speeding on
and lack of compliance with signage at the following
locations:
Speeding on Danville between Tilden and the
Green Acres School
Speeding on Tilden between Old Georgetown Road
and Old Stage/Tildenwood
Speeding on Cushman between Marcliff, across
Tilden, to Danville
Speeding on Marcliff between Tuckerman and
Tilden
Speeding on Tuckerman between Old Georgetown
Road and Westlake
Stop sign at Lux/Rosemont (drivers cutting through
at this intersection to avoid light at Tuckerman to
Old Georgetown Road and highway)
Stop sign at Marcliff/Cushman,
Turn restriction sign on Marcliff/Tuckerman
Turn restriction sign on Marcliff/TIlden.

Turn restriction sign on Cushman/Tilden
No Parking Sign on Cushman next to the
soccer/baseball fields at the back of the Tilden
Center (Feinman School)
Please contact safety@luxmanor.org to discuss these
enforcement strategies and report additional problem
intersections.
Road improvement is also part of our traffic safety
strategy. We have added Tilden Lane to a Montgomery
County list of streets to be "considered" for speed
cameras. It should be noted, however, there are specific
guidelines involved in the eventual evaluation process that
include, among other criteria, whether a minimum
threshold of traffic exceeds the posted speed limit by a
given percent. We are also looking into the legal and
technical issues involved in acquiring automated stop sign
cameras at key intersections within the neighborhood. As
part of this investigation, we will be contacting other
communities and speaking to our Montgomery County
Department of Transportation (MCDOT) contacts, in
addition to key Montgomery County representatives.
We recently received approval for the installation of new
speed limit signs on Marcliff Road, although we don't as
yet have a timeframe established. We are about to begin
polling Marcliff homeowners about the option to have
sidewalks installed between Tuckerman and the Tilden
Holding School. If you live on Marcliff and would like to
get more involved in this discussion, please
contact traffic@luxmanor.org. MCDOT has agreed to send
a representative to our community to discuss all the
aspects and implications of adding a pedestrian sidewalk
(date to be announced).
Given the warming weather, please compile a list of
any specific pothole locations (preferably by street,
intersection, and/or nearest house number) and forward
them to traffic@luxmanor.org. Our efforts to get potholes
filled have been successful throughout the community.
Dealing with cutthrough traffic remains a concern. Some
of the traffic law violators clearly come from outside our

community. Many are driving through our neighborhoods
to get quicker access to key locations in and nearby our
community. We are working with the public and private
schools in our community, the MC Department of
Transportation, the County Council, and our MCPD
Community Liaison Officer Oliver Janney on strategies to
improve safety in our neighborhood.
However, enforcement begins at home  Please slow
down and obey traffic signs. Please talk with your high
schoolage children who are driving about obeying the
traffic laws and stopping at stop signs. For example, it has
been observed that some of those driving through the stop
sign at Rosemont and Lux Lane are younger drivers. It is
likely those drivers are traveling to Walter Johnson High
school in the morning.
Whether you are a driver, a walker, a dog walker, a biker,
or a child waiting at the bus stop, this issue impacts you.
Please contact us at safety@luxmanor.org
and traffic@luxmanor.org with your ideas and suggestions
to improve traffic safety. We look forward to your help to
keep Luxmanor, Windermere, and the Oaks safer for the
children and adults who live here.
Sheri Steisel Weiss, Public Safety Chair
Jon Simon, Roads and Traffic Chair

Montgomery County Board of Education
Candidate Debate
LUXMANOR CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
AND COSPONSORS GREATER FARMLAND
CIVIC ASSOCIATION AND NORTH BETHESDA
CIVIC ASSOCIATION
Invite You to a Montgomery County Board of
Education Candidate Debate.
Jeanette Dixon

Sebastian Johnson
Phil Kaufman
Gwendolyn Love Kimbrough
Brandon Orman Rippeon
Shebra Evans
Anjali Reed Phukan

Jordan Cooper, Moderator

Thursday, March 24, 2016
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Luxmanor Elementary School
6201 Tilden Lane
Rockville, MD 20852
For further information contact Ed Farber
at edfarber@comcast.net

BOWA Home Cleanup & Shred Day
Please join us for our upcoming Home Cleanup &
Shred Day on Saturday, March 19th in Luxmanor.
It's our way of saying thank you to the community
in which we have worked and a great opportunity
for you to get a jump start on your spring cleaning!
We are pleased to be partnering with 123Junk who
will be on hand to collect items for donation,
recycling and disposal. You can read more about
123Junk's charity partners as well as acceptable
items by going to 123Junk.com.

.
In addition, we have arranged with TrueShred to

provide secure, onsite document shredding.
Simply bring your unwanted personal documents
for destruction.
On Home Cleanup Day, please ask for the BOWA
employee on site and we will be happy to help you
unload your items.
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016
Time: 10:00 am  12:00 pm
Where: 11509 Danville Drive, Rockville, MD
20852
What: Unwanted documents for shredding,
broken/oversized items and junk for disposal, and
gently used home furnishings, toys, clothing and
appliances to donate. Electronics will be accepted
for recycling. Please, no paint or hazardous
materials. No items will be accepted after 12pm.
For more information: Call Steve Kirstein at 301
6573947 ext 304.

Neighborhood Girl Scouts
Girl Scouts registered with the Girl Scout Council–
National Capital Area (GSCNC) began selling Girl
Scout cookies on December 21st. For three and a
half months, the girls work on developing five
important life skills: goal setting, decision making,
money management, people skills, and business
ethics. Girl Scouts recognizes that not everyone
wants cookies. It is okay to say “No thank you.” If
you want to support the girls but don’t want to buy
cookies, consider asking the girls about Gifts of
Caring or the Troop2Troop Program, both of which
are programs where the public can donate
cookies.
If you want cookies, but are unsure where you can
find them in the GSCNC, check out The Girl Scout
Cookie Finder App or visit local Troop 6096’s

Cookie Booth sale on Saturday, March 19th on
Marcliff Road from 112pm.
Hope to see you there!
Rachel Manchester
Troop Leader and Neighbor
Fun Girl Scout Cookie Facts
•$2.26 of every $4 box goes to direct services for
scouts GSCNC
•$0.69 goes to the selling troop.
•All Girl Scout Cookies in the US are made by only
two bakeries: Little Brownie Baker and ABC
Bakers.
•Thin Mints make up approximately 40% of all GS
Cookie sales.

LCA Board Nominations
Board Announces LCA Nominations Committee
The LCA Board has approved the following members of
the Nominations Committee: Sheri Steisel Weiss,
Deborah Berger and Keith Rudich. Nominations for the
2016 2017 Luxmanor Citizens Association Board are
open and nominations will be accepted until April 15,
2016.
Please forward nominations to info@luxmanor.org.
Thank you,
The Nominations Committee
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